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ABSTRACT .

Research has suggested that both teacher expectations
ard.student expectations can affect the individuals' own attitudes .
and behavior as Well as the behavior of those ,with whom .they are
interacting. The joint effects of teachers' expectations about
students and students' -expectations about.teachers on the pe\rformance.
.and attitudes of both participants was examined. Subjects. were 120
female undergraduates. Half of the subjects were designated as

,/ teachersand'were led to .expect either a high- or low-ability
'' student. The other half,. acting as students, were led to expect a

.teacher of high or low. competence... Teachers and students were .

randomly,paj.red in an experimental.teachinq session. Results showed
that'student-performandewaS a fiviiction.of the teachers' expectation.
Teachers' ,attitudes and rated Competence were affected by their
expectations regarding the:;_qtudentv and students' attitudes.-were .

affected iv,. their .expectations about the teacher: Results ;indicated
thatbothteachers and students can concurrently hold expectations

\ about their partner, and that such expectations affect their
attitudes .bout .themselves, the partner, and the entire teaching
situation: (Author/NRB)
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The TeacI and Stuaent Pygrmalions:

:Joint Effects 3/1...-.F 'leacher Student Expectatinns

Behavioral scientists IZZIATV!. long sutteVted: that merely :--t=peeting -an. event

to occur sometimes can lead 7:i.: 2V- the event will in

fact happen. Expectations "lave_ en :}io.urn to Znffife=_ not onliw tone' s own -1...2hav-

ior (as in the medical !literature on liacei'm effects), but ,affect the ...tniavior

of others (as in the literature -.-in-F-.=sinriintenter cts;

'There is perhaps no better eximraheof sItiatii,zals in. ,..:h.itolding -779rFcta-

tions can: bring about the _expected t eacher expectations ahot.

student -7!o'rformance. Since the -pullT:--vion ol RTertmthal Jacobson' s

PYgmalion in the ClassroomH(1968), theme 4,0 !been many demoumtrations that

the expectancies.: that a teacher holds ragAtd4mg a 5,tudenCl; ability can affect

the -performance of that student (Bram,-,, 1Mq6:

The.. theoretical explanation for .".tr lf! to.qc her c.4.ectaiiilck-, phenomenon that

has ;7eceived the .greatest support 11071,::- Mast teatNers who forman initial'

expectation about a student transmit their ex?atc.t47,11ou to the student through

the! verbal (and nonverbal) cues that they Ia. support of such. an explana-
.

tiOn, BroPhy and Good (1970) found that ..the naltur of , teacher' s .praise to high

and low expectation students differed, aad Dal;en, and -Barrett (1971)

found that tea4Lers gave greater attention to starments who they thought were

bright.

Although the bulk of the research on expettancy effects has examined



Teacher and Student Expectations

_ .

temchex experztations abdut students, it is reasonable to assume. that the stu

wouldmasb bring aset Of expectations about the teacher to a teacher-
,

- -:

student interaction. FOr instance, the large literAure on student ratings
_

.

of instructors shows that there is wide variation in how favorably particular
, .

teachers are viewed-(reidiban, 7776;?. st is likely that Such attitudes ai;out,'
-

teachers canbe communicated to Other students and subsequently affeet both
u

Student and teacher behavior.

. ,
The most direct evidence that students who hold differential expectations

,... ,

about a teacher's coMpetence can communicate those expectations and affect.the.

ter -:4,-1,47'.-,
.

.
. . .

teacher-comes from a recent study by Feldman.and Prohaska (1979). In one ex-'

periment, subjects acting'as students were administered a lesgon,by a te4har

(confederate) who the students were led to expect would be either effective

or ineffective- Results shOwed signifiCant differences. in student attitudes,

performance, and,nonverbal.behavior according to expettation. In a eCond
t

experiment, confederates acting as students emitted either positive or negative

nonverbal behavior (similar to behavior found to result from positive or nega-
.. .

.. \, ,

tive expectations in the first experiment) toward subjects acting as their

teachers... The results. showed that therewere,significant effects on the

teachers' attitudes and behaviors. Moreover, ratings of he,teacher by judges -

,shoWed that the teachers were rated as-,being more adequate_ under- conditions
,

positive student-nonverbal behavior than negative student nonverbalbehavior.

Thus, these experiments suggest that student expectations can be linked to

changes both in the s'tudent's and the teacher's, behavior, congruent with-the
_ .

0
expectation's/.

n

\
The-researh-that-haSbeenpreVidubly cited clearly suggests that both

4
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; teacher expectations and student expectations can .affett the individual's own

,attitudes and behavior,. as well ar behavior. of thoap.,:with whoth he nt she

is interacting. Yet, there has been only one study to our. knowledgp that exam-

ined teacher and student expectations simultaneously. 7Tanna, Sharas, Cooper,

and Shaw (1975) conducted a field study in which theN -manipulated iteachers'

expectations-about their students' ability(either positive- or no- expectation)

and students expectatinnS about their own,li'..ely performanct(positive, or

no-expectations), lesults'showed that each positive expectancy-by itself.-

.

resulted in increased performance,: but that the positive expectations

jointly did not. Although these results are informative, they do rot directly

pertain to the issue of joint expectations abdut a partner's behavior since

both sets of expectations in the-stUdy were in 'reference to-expectations.about

the same person (the student). Moreover, the experiment focused only on student

performance and investigated neither expeetation effects on the teacher nor

any,attitudinal or other behaVioral concomitants of expectations.

Ilepresent study examines directly the joint effects of each individual

in a-dyadicinteractiOn holding expectations regarding their partner's com-
.

petence. .Subjects playing the role of teacher were led to expect that a-stu-
_

dent they were to teach wasseither'likely to do well (positive expectatiOn

condition) or poorly (negative expectation) on 'a subsequent less-oh.- Indepen-

dently, a subject playing the role of student. was led to expect that their.

teacher was either likely to do well in teaching.the lesson (positive expecta!---

tion).orlikely:to'do poorly (negative expectation). 'The two subjects then

participated in the lesson. Aleasures of-attitudesitowa-rd7th-e-leSsOn, their

partner, and themselVes, as well as student performance on a test of the lesson



content, were obt..

. .

Teacher and ..Student Expectations

It was that the expectation .held--ii-'y-z-teamiTer

and student would._ intly feet bz:Hil,aartners' attitudes. and, performance.

Subects

7 Subjects were femz.ht unc2r% -2duateS enrolled in introductory psydior-

ogy courses at a laro- starve volUnteered. to participate tan.,

earn extra class ore..2.1.L .:546ject:. were run-in pairS in which one was al--cvned

.

the role of teacher and thc role of student.- more closely.approxi-
'

i mate_ a_statusdifferential bi3f.paeen-.c and student, teachers were jiltfors
_ .

and seniors, while saud e n t were _frilen. or sophomores.

. /

Data from 3 s.ui.::cects not analyzed because .of .procedural errors-- or

nOncompletion- of ..itt4;:edeperat meastrma_ Data from 12 pairs of subjects7-were

. not 'analyzed due t..-:::::_suspic_iun on the part .o.f one or both members.

Procedure

The-basic pro :AL.-re Imvolved placing subjects, designated. as "teathe"

and "student", rt-,,erm experimental te,,ching situation, after -Fro

viding each partner ; an, expectation about the other's competence. Afr.er

teaching the lesion, s_5..jects-' attitudes and test performance 'were- assesse-.1-.

Manipulation of teachers' expectation about student. Upon arriving F.O.'1.

. _

the laboratory, subjects sere taken to ,a room and told that the purpose of

study was to ascertain th differential.Leffccts of-teaching strategies on:high-

versus low-ability student. They were. told that they would be teaching 'a lesson

using. a standardizedprocedure, .to. students who has been prescreened according

to standard achievememt test scores and divided intO'high and.loW ability

groups.

a-
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The.suhject,was then randomly.assigred. '2.-Lo either the pzsitive teachers'

emrw-ctationcondition or the :.,legative ekpectatior_ condition.. In

.
.

oositiveteachers' eXperIamion condita, .subjects were:tol that.""this..

we we' re running WigSr abi 1+,7- students ";.,, .whirr the negat±ve expectat'ion

corAition.snhjectswe-. :2.17-:armed that the -rtu6e=t_was.in the low ability
.

group... The subject- instrurtfrffor teaching the lesson.and
,.

allowed time to reher.,.

Manipulation-of 'T--.tude Ls' expectation about-tqachen The subject playing
.

the:- role of.s.tuddnt: 2poratat a location, an time differentfrom that: of the
__ _

subjec't. playing the_Leache:-'s-role in order 47 them-to-avOid meeting prior to

the experiment. The -7,.ubjet-t was met by an erimenter whowas blind to the

teacher expectation ;:rinipulation.- This subje..7-t was. told that the experiment

was part of a jointychology and equcatio:i.,tilepartment prOject concerned

.

with lesson develOpp-at for student teachers at-the university. The subject's.

. .

role would be to ac.T.:_as a student and subSquently help evaluate both the les-

sonand the student teacher.

. .

The manipulation of the student'sexpectation'about the teacher was then
!

carried out. In the positive Student expectation Conditionsubjects were told-

.

that they would be taught by one of- a groups of."excellent student teachers"

in:an attempt.tb "fdrt.her deYelop their outstanding abilities ". In.thenegatiye

expectation condition, subjects were toldthat they would be workihg with

student teaCher'from a group who were having an "extremely diff.::_cult time" in

an attempt to improve-their "poor teaching abilities".

After subjects indicated that they understood the purpose of the experi-'

ment, the experimenter `left to-g t the "teacher ". -While leaving, the experi-

:-*:
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F!)

. .

menter reiterated the manipulation, casually saying either,- "as I sada, the

teacher is really excellent, So don't be nervous", or, "as I said, tittt-
.

teacher. is really poor, but we're aware of that so-just bear with her::"

Teacher-student interaction. The subjects playing teacher and,tlident.

, -
were then brought together by the..two experimenters (etch of whom was. lied

as to the manipulation 'carried rout by The,experiffienters_lefe,'

and, following the instructions given to them, the teacher introducedi_nerself

byrimeand:proceededtOteachthelesson-to-7.the-Student. During rive:session,

--,each subject was videotaped by a hidden camera.

The lesson consisted of a strategy for effectively:and efficiently learn-

ing a passage on prosocial behavior. The teacher defineddlie.number.of diffi-

cult words the .8tudent. would encounter in the upcoming passage: Following

this preSentation,. the student was giVen thelesson.and administered a short:.

multiple - choice test on its content by-the teacher.

At the conclusion of thelessonsession, subjects were taken toseparate

rooms by the experimenter who had".initially presented the cover story. They
. _

were thenadMinistered questionnaires asking for confidential evaluations of

the lesson; their partner, and=their own-affective attitudes. 'Subjects were

.then carefully debriefed. Those subject's who voiced suspiCions about the

procedure were eliminated from'the data analysis..The ruse was then revealed

to subjects, all of whom expressed understanding for the manipulations and the

necessity for the use of 'deception. °.

.Dependent Measres

Performance measures. One dependent measure consisted of the student's

performance on the multiple choice test On.the.lesson content.: The test,
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which consisted of six items, vasE-7=ntested grid fOnd to.be a sensitive mea-
.

%

sure of the material. A measily,.. Qff the teacher's performance was Obtained

by taking a 20- second videotapedIsAmple froM each .teacher' performance while
,

teaching the leSson to the studient-.. Each sample was drawn from the same. pOr-

tion of the lesson: The samples were placed' on a .new videotape in a random

order, and three untrained judges _rated each 'of the samples using a seven-
.

point, scale with endpoints labeled "competent" and "incompeteqt."

. _-

Attitudinal measures. .Subliects were asked.tO evaluate the. lesson, their
__

.:partner's performance, and theEr own feelings about their, performance on a

series of seven-part Likert-type scales. T'
--

separate questionnaires

for subjects acting as teacher,and student.

Manipulation check. Subjects were asked the

they had-about their partner's competencepriorit

Method of analysis.

'

Data from the subjects acting as teachers and students 'Were analyzed---

separately. The basic design of the study. was a 2 (teacherS' expectation

nature

the actual

f a
-

y expectation

lesson.

-about student) x 2 (students' expectation about-teacher) between subjects

factorial analysis of variance. Because of the lltrge.number of.dependent

measures relating :to subjects' attitudes,_:multi4grigte analyses of variance

were employed for the attitudinal scales. Separate multiVariate analyses

Were carried out for (1) the student's ratings of their attitudes toward

their teacher and the lesson, (2) student rating6 o their attitudes about-
,

themseliies, (3) teacher's ratings of their attitudes toward their student

and the lesson, and (4) teacher'ratinis of their attitudes about themselves.

Univariate tests will be discussed when they are related to a.significant

multivariate effect.



Student Performance and Attitudes

,- Teacher and Stufent Expectations

Results:

Manipulation 'check. After the lesson, vibects acting ,s students were

asked,to rate the ability level they had expected/their teacher-to have before

they had been taught. On a 2 x 2 analysis of variance, the only 'signifitant

eftect,.Was for studentsf-ekpectation, F(1,54) = 23.42, 2< .00001'. As would'
.

.

be expected,- students.had
c

a higher expectation in-the positive condition

than in the negative.stUdents' expectation condition. Thus, th6gstudents'

expectation manipulation was successful..

e

.PerforMance measure. The analysis of variance 'revealed a main'effect

for teachers' expectations about !student on the percentage of items-correctly

I

answered, Although.it was marginally significant, F(1,54) = 3.42,.p < ,07.

Examination.of.the means shOWed that.students performed better when the
-

.... .

teacher had positive eXpectation Oqo t their ability (67%.correet)thn

.,When the teacher had a negative expectation °about their.abilityj55t correct).

The main effect-fur student expectation about teacher. and the interaction

were not significant. Therefore, regardless .of whether the student held a

positive or negatdve'expectation about the teacher, theteachers' expectation

'was transmitted to the student and affected the students' performance.

Attitudinal measures: Students'. rating of their teacher and the les.spn,

- There' was a significant multivariate effect for the factor of students' expecta-

tion about teacher-, F(multivariate) = 2.14, p < .05. The multivariate tests

for the main effect-for teachers' expectation and the interaction were not

significant. Examining the univariate main effects i;orstudents expectatiOn,
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two significant univariate effects were

estingness of the lesson as higher (M = 3.67)' when they had apositive

obtained.' Students rated the inter-

expectation than when they held a negative expectation (M = 2.82); F(1;54) =
-

9 '

4.10, p < .05. Thy also rated' the clarity .of presentation higher when they

held'a positive expectation (M = 5.70) than when they held a negative expecta-

e
do *(M =4.61); F(1,54) '= 7.24, p < .01. These ratings demonstrate that ,both

the content and presentation_were rated differentially according to the expecta-
-----\-.

..
s.tions'that the student held. (All,mealis are presented in Table 1).

Insekt Table 1 about here

Students''self-evaluations. Multivariate tests demonstrated a significant'

r

main effect for students' expectation, F(multivariate) = k-<..006,' while.

the teachers'. expectation factor and the interaction were not significant.

Examination of the univariate main effects for students' expectation yielded

results_consil:;tent7with their ratings'of theilesson. Students with positive

expectations were more pleased with the teachers' performance in the teaching
. .-

lesson (M.= .4790), than when they h a negative_expectation = 3.-46);.

F(1,54) = 13,54,-2 < ;0005. The, alsn expressed more interest in the lesson .

///
when they held a positive expectation (M = 3.67) than when they held a nega-

tive expectation (M =.2.39); F(1,54).= 9.18, 2 <:4004. Thus, students.
,,

. '

,

a

.

.-

expressed more positive. affect when led to hold positive expectation than
, -

, , .

/ .,

in-the nfgatiVe expectation, condition.

Teacher Performance.and Attitudes .

_ Manipulation check; Following the lesson, teachers were 'asked to indi-
;

cate how much ability theTexpected their student to.have-prior-to the leson.
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Results showed that students were expected to have.significantlygreater
.-

.

ability' the positive expectation condition (11 = 2.03 versus 4.62); Et1,55) =_ .

36.02 .p. < .0001. The. data. trills inditateethat the manipulation was successful.
.

. .

.- Q

Performance competen5e meastA-e. The ratings of the overall competente of
.

.

the teacher were averaged across th-th'red judges, for each teacher, and those
,

mean scores:were entered into a 2jteachers' expectation) x 2(studehts' expecta-
0

. tion) between:subjects analysis of variance. The only significant effect. was

:. .

.
.

fol. teachers' expectation; F(1,54) TT 9.65, a,< .003. Examination of the means
, \ .,

ashows that teachers were rated 'being more adequate when they .held a ositive
v

expectation abOuttheir students (M = CO, where 1 = incompet --:'ent and 7 = com

petent) than when they held a positive expectation about their students (M = 3.61

told: that a student isIikely-to perform well or'poorly is
. .

sufficient. in differential' teacher behavior. More-Over such behavior

occurs independe student expectation-about the teacher (given the lack;

of'significant effect for the student expectation manipulation).

Attitudinal measures. NOne of thi: multivariate tests for the items relai7ing
,s,

-tO the teathexs! attitudes about.themseiVes reached significance. HoweVertbere-

')

ion forocfrilwas 'a .
,

iman-butivaate efet fr teacher expectation student on the items

concerning the teachers :attitude toWard.the leSson and student, F(multivariate) .=.;

2.45, E < .03, The main effect for student expeaation and the interaction were
:--..4 ,_;.

. .

not significant on the multivariate tests for this group of variables.
.,... .

Examining the individual items encompassed within the significant mUltivari-

.,-----

'ate effect for'teacher expectation for qtudent, there were two measures that
.. ,,,-, . .' .

.

.

shOwed significance on9t,-v he univariate tests, (Table 2).; Teachers rated the_ .

,"lesSOn,as.being significantly(More difficult whOn they thought the student.
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would do well M = 3.43) than when they expected poor performance (M = 3.03); '

0

Insert. Table 2 about hete

S

F(1',55) = 6.09, k < 102. Moreover, teachers in the positive expectation condi-

tion-thought that students experienced more'difficulty (M = 3.20) thanin the

negative expeCtation condition (M =-307);F(105) ="8.52, E < .005. Thus,

\ teachers' perceptions of the content of the lesson\and its-difficulty differed

.

according to expectation.

Given the significance of the main effect for teacher,expectation on the

measure of teacher competence and theemultivariate main effect for teacher

expectation'on the group of dependent variables relating to teacher's'attr-
,

tude toward the lesson and student, it-seemed that closet inspection of the

'variables relating to teacher's attitude toward aelf_was warranted. Thus,

. the univariate tests for the teacher. expectation main effect' for the attitudes

toward self variables were examined. Table 2 shbWs, that there were signifi-
6

cant2effects1,for teachee's ratings of their own competence, happiness, plea-

sure about their performance, and interest in the session. In each case their

:<,

attitudes were more positive when they expected good performance from their. ,.
,

4 4t"
1/: student than.hen they expected poor performance from their student..

sk
.

i ..

.
. e

In sum, the majov.findint_from the teachenattitudinal ratings was that
-

cf

the expectation the teachers _held about their student was the .primary determinant

of their attitudes. The results of the teacher ratings are thus the converse of

those of the; student ratings, where it was the student's expectation about the

6

teacher that was the determinant of the student's attitudes.
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ILlscussion

This,study addressed the issue of.how teacher and student cxpectations

jointly affeCt the 'attitudes and_performance of participets-in- teaching

situation. Support was found for the.notioOthat both the expectations of

the teacher and student do_have an effectupon-theoutcome andfeelings of

Success of both partners.in the dyad.

Turning first to the results 'relating to the student, it appears that

the typical finding-regarding teacher expectations was COnfirmed: teacher's

expectations about the competence of the student had an effect upon their

student's performance (although the strength of the effect was weak).

However, this wasthe only'area'in which the teacher's exuctation affected
' a,

the student. The students' attitudes aboUt themselves, the lesson and the
\

teacher were not affected by the teacher's expectation.

The students were, however, affected, by their own eXpectation about the

teacher. When they expected that the teacher. was very competent, the students,

viewed the teacher and the lesson more positively; The faCt that there is

no effect for the teacher's expectation on the'student attitudinal ratingg

suggests that the locus of the student expectation effect on the,attitude

.measures resides in the student, and not in .something that the teacher did.

Such-a finding is congruent with previous reqearch, in which students who

r

expect a poor teacher tend to hold less 'favorable attitudes and even act

less 'pbsitively4toua teacher than when they expect a competent teacher

(Feldman and Prohask, 1979. '

.
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The results of theoratings of the teachers present an interesting para17.

lel to those of the students. The teacher responses were affected by the

expectation they held about their partner: Generally, their attitudes were
P

more fa-Jorable when they held positive expectationS than when they held nega-

tive expectations. Thus, both the teacher and the .students_were_affected

'similarly by their respective expectancy manipulation. They both developed

attitudes that were congruent with the expectation.

Moreover, the teachers' behavior was clearly affected by the expectations
0

that they 'held about their student. Even in a short, 20-second sample of their

teaching performance, untrained_obserVers-discerned -adifference in how competent
a

their teaching appeared. It is likely that such differences.in teacher, behavior

were the cause of the pooreer student performance.

Although the data reveal`, that teacher expectations about the student were

.transmitted to the student, restating in differential student performance,' the,

resultS do:not indicate that student expectations about the teacher were trans-

mitted to the teacher. None of the outcome measures for teachers showed any

effect for. students' expectation. However, despite the present findings, there

is no reason to believe on a theoretical level.:that the communication of

expectations should be unidirectional (from teacher to student, bUt not from

student to teacher). Rather, it seems reasonable theoretically that both

partners'' expectations could be transmitted to,the,partner:

One explanatiOn for this lack of Communication of student expectations.t

the teather. May lie in the status differential between partner's. The teachers

may simply have attended aess to the behavior of their student.,Alternatively,

the students may have been more motivated to avoid,acting upon their expgctationS
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-:"'"-than were the higher-status teachers. Another explanation may be methodological:

subjects acting as students may haNie been less receptive to the expectation

manipulation than the `subjects acting as teachers, given that it is probably

more plausible to give teachers information about.students than to give
. ,

students expectations about teachers. This latter explanation seems less viable,

,however,1',in view of the effects of scudents'expectationt on student attitudes.

We should mention the limitationsof the present study. The-teacher les,.

son was a one - time, relatiVely short, interaction, and it gay not be representa-
.

tive of long -term teacher-student-relationships. Eyen more important is the

`loss'of experimental control and precision that.exists-when both,partners_ln
.

dyadic setting are naive subjects: Because-we could not standardize the-

behavior

. .

of either partner as well as if one of the partners were a confeder-

ate, chereare potential problems
,

in the interpretation of the data and in

determining the locus of causality for particular.findings. Still, We:Would

argue that, the present design more nearly approximates actuaL/teaChing ses--

sions in which both partners bring their Own expectations to what is clearly

a social situation,,than experiments in which only the teacher's or student's

expectations are examined.
,

To summarize, thepresent results clearly indicgte that both teachers and

student can concurrently hold expectationt'about. their partner, and that such

expectations affect their attitudes about themselves, the partner, and-the--
.

.

entire -teaching situation'. Moreover, there is evidencejat least regarding.

tearher,exiiec.ations) that such expectations can be transmitted. to one's

partner,. i:ndependent of the partner's expectation. It is thus clear that

teacher-student'interaction'is a comPlicated.phenomenon,'with both parties
. .
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acting as pygmalions in 'the classroom. Future research on classroom inter-

Teacher.and Student Expectations
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action must .take into account this complexity-in order tofully'understand

. the-natureof teacher-student relationships.

(
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Means Relating_tocExpectation-about Teache-r

-.Variable

Positive Negative
`Expectation Expectation.

Student attitudes toward lesson 'and-teacher

Difficulty of lesSon 3.90 -----__

Interestingness of Aesson

of presentatiOn

Adequa.cyof. coverage

Teacher' -'s knowledge of. content

Teacher's enthusiasm

General impression of teacher

Multivariate test s

:Student.attitudes 'about self.

Effort expended
.-

Effectiveness as a.student.'

3.67

5.70

4.73

4.04

4.47

5.40

3.46 1.28

2.82 4:10

4.61 7.24

4.21 1.73

3.68, ..99

.2t

.05

.32

. 3.86 1.88 .18.

4.71 3.05 .09

4.97 4.50

4.37
.

4.43

Happiness 4.33 4.07

Pleasure with own performance 3.77 3.57' .49

Pleasure over teacher's
performance 4.90 , 3.46

Interest 3.67

Multivariate test

2.14 , :06

1.66 .20.

..26 .61

.39 ..54..

13.54 ' .0005

9.18 :004

3.53
1. -

Note: Higher values indicate stronger or more positive responses on 7-point
scales for attitudinal measures, N = 30,for'pOsitive expectation; N'= 28
for :negative expectation.

/.
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TableL2"

Means Relating to E)pectations about Student

POsitive Negative,
Variable Expectation Expectation F P

Ratings of performance competence
ofiteachers 4.40 3.61 9.65 .00.3.

.

TeacherAttitudes toward lesson and student

Difficulty of lesson 3.43

HoW'much interest did student
show.

3.03' 6.09 , e .02

4.33 0 4.21 1.31 .26

Difficulty experienced by student 3.20

.. .Intelligencesstm.dent'
questions 3.07 2.9.3 '1.52 .22

----How much did student learn 4.07 ::3.73 .31 ,58
0

Estimate student's intelligence 5.20 ,479 .82 .37
. ,

General impression of student-, 5.97 5.55 . .00 .98

3.07 8.52 .005

ultivariate test

Teacher Attitudes about self

Effectiveness 4.67

4.97Competent

:Happiness

Pleasure over performance-

Pleasure over student's
TforMance

Interest.

Multivariate test

Student:Terformarrce Measure
1

5.43

3.03

4.77

67%

2.45 .03

4.00 3.C .09

5.31 .03

4.52 5.39 -.02--

3,97 e6.19

5.31

.02

.92 .34

3.79 4.24 .04

'1,50 .20.

.

Note' Higher-yalues indicate` stronger or more positive responses on 7-point
scares for attitudinal measures. N = 30-for;positive 'condition, N = 29
for negative condition..

561 3.42 .07


